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Abstract

This paper describes the development of a new Swedish scientific medical corpus. We provide a detailed description of the
characteristics of this new collection as well results of an application of the corpus on term management tasks, including terminology
validation and terminology extraction. Although the corpus is representative for the scientific medical domain it still covers in detail a
lot of specialised sub-disciplines such as diabetes and osteoporosis which makes it suitable for facilitating the production of smaller but
more focused sub-corpora. We address this issue by making explicit some features of the corpus in order to demonstrate the usability of
the corpus particularly for the quality assessment of subsets of official terminologies such as the Systematized NOmenclature of
MEDicine - Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT). Domain-dependent language resources, labelled or not, are a crucial key components for
progressing R&D in the human language technology field since such resources are an indispensable, integrated part for terminology
management, evaluation, software prototyping and design validation and a prerequisite for the development and evaluation of a
number of sublanguage dependent applications including information extraction, text mining and information retrieval.

1.

Introduction

Large domain-specific literature databases, textual
collections and repositories of scientific data are
necessary for empirically based linguistic investigations
and for progressing R&D in the human language
technology field. Several such data collections have been
described in the literature in the past, mainly for French,
German and English particularly in the biomedical
domain, MEDLINE/PubMed being the largest and best
known of these text databases, (e.g. Zweigenbaum et al.,
2001; Kim et al., 2003; Cohen et al., 2005; Kim & Tsujii,
2006). However, nothing similar is currently available for
Swedish apart from a listing of indexed references to
Scandinavian articles in the medical field in the database
SveMed+ <http://micr.kib.ki.se/>. The biomedical literature
is growing at a double exponential pace and electronic
open access to the full texts, including graphics and
figures has just started to rise. Sophisticated linkages
between publications and data repositories or other
supplementary materials increase the amount of
information available still further (Hunter & Cohen,
2006). This fact has a direct implication to the need of
biomedical, medical and clinical processing and filtering
systems where terminology management is a key
component for knowledge management, competitive
intelligence, hypothesis generation and decision support
(cf. Bodenreider, 2006; Chen et al., 2005).
We start by providing a general description of the
corpus (Section 2). The extraction process from various
formats to a standardised, text-based utf8 format,
including the linguistic annotation is given in Section 3,
while linguistic exploration can be currently carried out
using a semantically-oriented concordance facility
(Section 5). The corpus has been also used for various

terminology management activities, namely terminology
validation and terminology extraction and Section 4
provides some notes on these two activities.

2.

Corpus Description

The corpus we have developed comprises the electronic
archives of “Läkartidningen” the Journal of the Swedish
Medical Association (<http://www.lakartidningen.se/>) one
of the most reliable sources for accurate scientific medical
findings and medical research in Sweden. The Journal has
a long history and tradition in publishing high quality
scientific medical articles in Swedish (including health
economic analysis reports, historical medical outlooks,
medical (bio) medical, clinical and pharmaceutical news,
etc.) and was launched at the end of 1903 with the name
“Allmänna svenska läkartidningen”, General Swedish
medical journal.
Since 1996, volume 93, the archive’s content is
available in electronic form (pdf-files), while since 2006,
volume 103 and beyond, the electronic editions are also
produced using other formats (.xml and .html) which are
easier to manage from a natural language processing
perspective. All electronic issues have been manually
indexed with the Swedish MeSH thesaurus. Open
electronic access to the full texts was granted a couple of
years ago and searchable editions of all the material since
1996 are available from: <http://ltarkiv.lakartidningen.se/>
while the processed archive (corpus) is searchable
through a suitable interface that can be found here::
<http://www.medicinskkorpus.se/login.phtml> (free access).
The archive’s content is not only an important source of
knowledge for health care professionals (specialists,
clinicians), but also a source of information for general
interest readers who wish to acquaint themselves with
new findings and developments in different parts of the
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Table 1. Some characteristics of the corpus; (average
word length in a Swedish balanced corpus is 5,3).

medical knowledge domain. The corpus we have
currently assembled and processed comprises at the time
of writing this paper to 28,110 different documents/
articles, approximately 28,2 million tokens. Table 1
shows some descriptive characteristics of the corpus.

3.

Corpus Processing

The archive comes in many format flavors. Earlier issues
in pdf-format while the most recent ones in .html and .xml.
Although the non-pdf editions of the archive were rather
unproblematic for the subsequent automatic language
processing, the pdf-files posed certain difficulties due to
the complexity of the layout of the journal’s pages and the
different pdf-versions that the material was encoded in.
However, all material has been transformed to a unified
utf8 text-format. The extraction was made in a
semi-automatic fashion with manual verification, since
our aim was to preserve as much as possible of the logical
text flow and eliminate the risk for losing valuable
information such as each article’s title, publication details
for each issue etc. An example of a typical page under the
heading “Korrespondens” Correspondence, is given in
(Figure 1).

By identifying and annotating the title of each article we
can also benefit from the already MEDLINE-like
MeSH-indexed versions of the electronic material. This
way we can take advantage of the manually assigned
indexes and ease the creation of various specialized
sub-corpora. It is also possible to compare how well
automatic indexing performs compared to the manual, an
exercise we have left for the future.

3.1 Metadata Extraction and Corpus Genres
From the electronic editions we have extracted a number of
metadata that in the future we intend to enhance and
encode using the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI5) Lite
standard
<http://www.tei-c.org/index.xml>.
or
other
XML-based formats such as SciXML, a representation for
the logical structure and essential formatting of research
papers (Rupp et al., 2006). For this reason we have
currently chosen to only use a rather flat and simplistic
metadata structure using generic identifiers, such as
“figDesc”, “title”, “issue” and “date” (publication date)
which have a direct resemblance to TEI5 labels (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Metadata labels for the archive’s articles.
Figure 2. Flat metadata scheme

Figure 1: A snapshot of the metadata extraction process.

Explicit identification of genre is important for large digital
collections since it provides useful information as to the
document’s purpose and may enhance searching, retrieval
and better matching of users' needs.
Since we have also extracted metadata regarding genre
(Figure 1) for the majority (85%) of the documents it is
now easier to make genre selection upon searching for a
term or a particular phenomenon. Genres include “New
Findings”, “Clinic and Science”, “Patient safety”,
“Medicine and society”, “Debate” etc. The extraction of all
metadata was performed using the ABBYY PDF
Transformer <http://pdftransformer.abbyy.com/> which could
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extract all text zones with good performance.

3.2 Linguistic Processing
The entire corpus has been tokenized and sentences have
been identified using generic software enhanced with
domain specific patterns; e.g. a typical pattern in the
corpus is references to bibliographic citations in the text
such as “J Biological Psychiatry doi: 10.1016/j. biopsych.
2007.03.005 (2007)”. A generic statistical part-of-speech
tagger, TnT, (Brants; 2000) trained on general Swedish,
was also applied after enhancement using a domain
specific vocabulary of over 4000 new word forms. These
forms were carefully chosen after manual review of
randomly annotated domain text samples. They were
word forms that seem problematic for the part-of-speech
tagger’s general language model and for which the tagger
constantly annotated erroneously. For instance, various
sublanguage words ending in ‘-ens’, which is a typical
genitive suffix in general Swedish, for which a large
number of exceptions (forms that are not genitives) are
predominant in the medical language; such as
“inkontinens” (incontinence), “prevalens” (prevalence)
and “insufficiens” (insufficiency); and various word forms
ending in ‘-it’, which is a typical verb suffix in general
Swedish, for which a large number of exceptions (forms
that are not verbs) are predominant in the medical
language; such as “perikardit” (pericarditis), “myokardit”
(myocarditis) and “uveit” (uveitis).
The processing included also lemmatization as well as
named entity recognition using a detailed entity hierarchy
(Kokkinakis, 2004). Named entities are particularly
helpful for reducing the quantity of generated n-grams
from the statistical analysis of the corpus (e.g. term
extraction) for which named entities, numerical and time
expressions can be filtered out. Named entities can be also
used as features when searching in the available
concordance interface (Figure 4). Finally the corpus has
been automatically annotated with the Swedish and
English MeSH thesauri as well as part of the Swedish
SNOMED CT. Section (4) gives a description on how the
terminology annotation using MeSH and SNOMED CT is
accomplished, and which mechanisms are applied for
capturing the term variation; for a detailed description see
Kokkinakis (2009) and Kokkinakis & Gerdin (2009).

3.3 Subcorpora
Since all articles are indexed by MeSH it is rather
straightforward to apply various techniques that enable
the creation of more homogeneous subsets. For instance
we have used the vector space model (Salton et al., 1975)
and the MeSH labels as features for document
representation and off-the-shelf tools for clustering
experiments (HCE; Seo & Shneiderman, 2002).

4. Terminology Management
1

We have used the corpus for term validation of subsets of
1

Because SNOMED CT is a large terminology it is sometimes
necessary to define subsets for various use cases and specific

the Swedish SNOMED CT translation in the areas of
diabetes and heart problems. It is well known that even
within the same text, a term can take many different forms,
and we have developed methods to deal with the variation.
This rich variety for a large number of term-forms is a
stumbling block especially for natural language
processing, as these forms have to be recognized, linked
and mapped to terminological and ontological resources
(Krauthammer & Nenadic, 2004; Tsujii & Ananiadou,
2005; Tsuruoka et al., 2008).
We have both used subsets of documents as outlined in
section 3.3 to test the coverage of the SNOMED CT
subsets as well as the whole document corpus since the
results we obtained using subcorpora with respect to
coverage were rather poor. Still, however, using the whole
corpus and despite our efforts to apply various
mechanisms for term variation the results we obtained
showed rather low coverage figures. Based on 2,841
terms in the two subsets only 373 or 13,12% of these
terms could be identified in the whole corpus.

4.1 Term Variation
A large number of variation patterns have been developed
and extensively tested on the corpus. The most important
variations we have dealt with, and which in all cases is
meaning preserving, included: morphological variation
(e.g. inflection); permutations of various types (e.g.
structural which captures the link between a compound
noun/term and a noun phrase containing a right-hand
prepositional phrase); compounding (the inverse of the
above, in which a noun phrase containing a right-hand
prepositional phrase is re-written to a single-word
compound); modifications and substitutions of various
types (i.e. transformations that associate a term with a
variant in which the head word or one of its argument has
an additional modifier such a hyphenation, substitution of
Arabic to Roman numbers, deletion of punctuation from
length multiword terms etc); partial matching of a term
(by applying automatic compound segmentation and try
to match part(s) of the compound segmented). Figure 3
shows an example of term variation for the term stress
based on the corpus content. In the term exploration
window you can see the observed frequency distribution
of the term occurrences from 1996-2009. The term could
be found in 385 variant forms, including a large number
of compounds in which stress is either a head or modifier.

4.2 Term Extraction
We have also used the corpus for automatic term
recognition and we have tested a number of term
recognition methods that have been suggested in the
literature for unigrams, bigrams, trigrams and n-grams. The
methods we tested for unigrams was the weirdness measure
audiences; cf. Patrick et al., 2008. Subsets are sets of concepts,
descriptions and/or relations that share a specified common
characteristic or common type of characteristic and are thus
appropriate to a particular user group, specialty, organization,
dialect and context (for constraining choices, e.g. diabetes or
osteoporosis datasets).
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Figure 3. The term stress [73595000] (here shown 20
out of 385 variants).
by Gillam et al. (2005); various methods for significant
bigram and trigram terms by Banerjee & Pedersen (2003)
and a method for multiword terms, the C-value described
in Frantzi et al., (2000).
The results from the unigram processing (top-100
candidates) were not satisfactory and revealed a couple of
major drawbacks. A large number of acronyms, and
adjectival modifiers (e.g. “diabetisk” diabetical) were
suggested as candidates, while a large number of the
proposed nouns were part of multiword terms, (e.g.
mellitus). The majority of the top ranked bigram and
trigram candidates were rather reliable terms and Pointwise
Mutual Information was the measure that returned most
reliable results (looking at the top-100). Finally, for
multiword terms the C-value method was applied which
utilizes a linguistic filter to extract word sequences likely to
be terms, particularly simple and complex noun phrases
based on part of-speech tags sequences. The majority of the
proposed candidates longer than 4 tokens were actually
English terms such as intrinsic cardiac nervous system and
latent autoimmune diabetes in adults. Although a detailed
evaluation of each term extraction algorithm has not been
performed for all candidate terms extracted, it is
noteworthy that the results obtained by the C-value were
rather poor with respect to ≥ 4 tokens long candidates.
Furthermore, we didn’t proceed to apply the NC-value, an
extension to C-value, which incorporates information of
context words into term extraction. We believe that the
syntactic patterns used by the C-value method are
insufficient to carry out term recognition in Swedish

basically because the noun noun pattern is not common in a
compounding languages as Swedish, compared to English,
in which single word compound is the norm. Perhaps other
methods are more suitable and may be explored in the
future (cf. Sclano & Velardi, 2007).

5. Linguistic Exploration through
Semantically Enabled Concordances
Currently the corpus can be exploited using standard
concordance facilities enhanced by the possibility to
combine various features such as part-of-speech labels,
lemmatised word forms and labels from an extended
named entity hierarchy. Moreover, the corpus has been
indexed with the Swedish and English Medical Subject
Headings (MeSH) thesaurus and for the sake of term
validation with subsets of the ongoing translation of
SNOMED CT. As a backend for the concordance
facilities we are using the powerful indexing mechanism
provided by the IMS Open Corpus Workbench (CWB;
Christ, 1994). Figure 4 shows an example in which the
search pattern has been: [pos='A.*'][snm='73595000'],
which can be paraphrased as return all contexts from the
1997 issue of the corpus where the first word’s
part-of-speech is an adjective or participle followed by a
word (or part of a compound word) with the SNOMED
CT-label 73595000 i.e. the code for the term ‘stress’.

6.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have provided a description of a Swedish
corpus in the domain of scientific medicine. The corpus
has been already applied for term validation and term
recognition, which was the primary reason for its
compilation. For term validation we developed different
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Figure 4. Linguistic exploration through concordances.
methods to cope with term variation. Still, however, only
a very small fraction of the official terms could be found
in the corpus and we can only speculate for an answer. Are
the recommended terms so unusual? Are they paraphrased
in other more complex ways? Are parts of standard
terminologies based on introspection? Or is the corpus too
limited or unsuitable for obtaining a better coverage? At
the moment we do not have answers to such questions,
presumably other means of qualitative types of analyses
are necessary in order to obtain a clear picture of this
performance, which are out of the scope for this paper.
Nevertheless, we believe that the quality of the corpus
content can be used for other types of empirical research
and linguistic exploration such definition extraction (cf.
Westerhout, 2009) and fact extraction (cf. Agichtein &
Gravano, 2000), issues we would like to explore in the
future.
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